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LOT 109, 94-96 MAIN STREET, Montville

OPU LE NT INV E STME NT OPPOR TU NITY
This ground-floor property oozes opulence, flaunting high end finishes and overlooking the
rolling hills of the Sunshine Coast hinterland from an elevated position. Presenting two
bedrooms, a beautiful balcony and high-end fixtures including a fireplace, this is a far-cry
from what we have come to know of traditional apartments. Located in the
boutique Altitude on Montville development, the property is positioned a short five minute
walk from the town centre, where you will access numerous restaurants, cafes, boutiques
and specialty stores.
Modern tones of white, grey and timber welcome you inside the apartment where you will
find two bedrooms, a bathroom and an open plan living/dining/kitchen that is extended by
the enclosed balcony. The carpeted bedrooms offer built-in wardrobes and feature
pendant lighting, privately positioned down a small corridor away from the living areas. The
bathroom boasts an oversized walk-in shower with deluxe marbled tile walls, separate
washroom and mirrored vanity.
The apartment contains a single-wall kitchen incorporating dishwasher and cooktop,
flowing through to the spacious internal living areas and balcony. Featuring a dual-sided
fireplace, the balcony provides picturesque hinterland views through folding plantation
shutters, allowing you to experience the advantageous Montville lifestyle throughout the
various seasons. The apartment also features LED lighting, ducted air-conditioning and
furnishings by local artists throughout.
Altitude on Montville is a boutique complex comprising 23 architecturally designed
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and lucrative opportunity offers a guaranteed rental return of 8% of the purchase price for
the first four years of ownership. The apartments are booked for approximately 12 months
in advance, providing a secure income and profitable investment opportunity for the savvy
owner.
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SOLD for $435,000
Residential
872
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